The National Trade Association Dedicated to the Construction & Demolition Recycling Industry

big at how you do business and improve job performance. WasteExpo! It's your best bet to get the education you need to hone your skills on February 26 – March 1, 2022. This Annual Convention and Expo will convene in earnest, don't miss your chance to reengage. The National Demolition Association (NDA) is hosting Pulverizer® technology, I'm now able to offer additional solutions for recovery and integration to have more control over volatile end markets. With the TORXX Kinetic secondary processing. Whether generating alternative fuel, converting fines for involved in facility design and optimization, including automated recovery and shredding (20 years ago) to prepare material for downstream sorting, I've also been from 25-100 tons per hour. Starting with primary has been with mixed C&D recycling facilities ranging a recycling facility. However, most of my work in C&D as an equipment supplier to the industry, I don't have process? What materials do you recycle? Can you describe the volume and types of incoming materials you as well as in emails, social media posts, and more. If you have images of your today of Luck Stone's Atlanta-Stephens plant (available at an additional fee). From across North America join us for three days of education, networking, and a tour that brings in the most memberships to the organization by the CDRA before C&D World begins. We expect to award $1,000 to the company how it got started, and what we will see in the future. To review the document, log in document that provides members with the basics on what environmental justice is, as well as in emails, social media posts, and more. If you have images of your Spreading the Word Apeiron Construction magazine did an article on the CDRA that came out very Biochar Process & Product Development in The Innovation Center Biochar testing has not caught up with the growing demand for its need. Here is 'Disadvantaged Communities' New York Environmental Justice Leaders Propose New Definition for This is a good article on where New York is at on implementing an Maine is attempting to stop the importation of C&D Waste into the state. It will be interesting to see how legal this stays:

Welcome New Members!

CDRA Member Spotlight:

VP of Sales & Business Development

HBCD and What the CDRA Does

Cyclic Aliphatic Bromide Cluster (HBCD) is a chemical no longer used in foam panel insulation, and even when it was used, it was a small part of the total number of foam panels manufactured. Today, the best estimates are that foam panels containing HBCD make up about .015 percent of the C&D waste stream, making it virtually non-existent. HBCD and other brominated compounds have been the subject of much debate in recent years because of their potential health impacts. The compound was first used as a flame retardant in foam products in the 1960s, but its use has since been restricted due to concerns over its environmental impact and potential health risks. Today, the CDRA is dedicated to ensuring that C&D recycling facilities are equipped to handle HBCD-contaminated materials. The CDRA's new member-get-a-member campaign is helping to spread the word about the importance of proper HBCD management. We encourage readers to contact us for more information on HBCD management and best practices.

The CDRA's 2022 Member-Get-A-Member Campaign Recruitment Deadline is Approaching

The CDRA's 2022 Member-Get-A-Member Campaign is in full swing, and we encourage members to participate. The deadline to sign up your friends and family for membership is February 28, 2022. The CDRA is offering a $1,000 cash prize for the company that signs up the most new members. The campaign is open to all members, and we encourage all members to spread the word about the CDRA and the value of membership. For more information, contact the CDRA office at 35 E. Wacker Dr., Suite 850, Chicago, IL 60601-2106.